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The Midnight Dress by Karen Foxlee
Rose Lovell, a young woman with a tumultuous past, hopes for
change in an Australian sugarcane town. This psychological thriller
explores choices, power, and the possibility of magic.

Do You Speak Chocolate? by Cas Lester
Jaz befriends Nadima, who doesn't speak English, by offering a
chocolate bar. The exchange, including Turkish Delight, breaks the
ice, sparking a special friendship.

The Everything Machine by Ally Kennen
Olly receives a magical 3D printing machine marked PROPERTY OF 
BRITISH SPACE AGENCY. WARNING. DO NOT TAMPER. It speaks,
has a name, and materialises anything Olly desires

Wildspark by Vashti Hardy 
A year after her brother's death, Prue Haywood's family is shattered. A
stranger arrives with news of a technology from Medlock, capturing
spirits in animal-like machines, reviving the dead.

Time Travelling with a Hamster by Ross Welford
On Al Chaudhury's twelfth birthday, his late father's letter sets a
mission: time travel to 1984 to save his dad's life. Daring adventures
ensue, involving lies, theft, and pet hamster Alan Shearer.

Veg by Jamie Oliver
Filled with phenomenal food, from simple suppers to weekend
feasts, this book caters to various tastes. Whether embracing meat-
free days or exploring new flavors, it offers pure and simple culinary
delights.

My Sewing Machine by Jane Bull 
Perfect for young crafters, this guide by award-winning author Jane
Bull introduces machine sewing with clear step-by-step instructions
and photos, covering everything from threading to bobbin filling.

50 Trade Secrets of Great Design Packaging by Stafford
Cliff
 Go behind-the-scenes of 50 contemporary packaging projects,
delving into the artists' imagination triggers, trade tricks, and
innovative problem-solving processes.

How Technology Works by Dorling Kindersley 
Uncover the inner workings of everyday technology with "How
Technology Works," a graphic guide unraveling the secrets behind
inventions, gadgets, and devices that shape our modern world.

Basics to Brilliance by Donna Hay
Australia's bestselling cookbook author returns with a stunning new
book, Basics to Brilliance - and a TV series tie in. Hay is Australia's
most trusted and best-selling cookbook author.

From Idea to Career Booklet
D&T Online - Terminology
Materials Selection and Processing - Uni of
Cambridge
Food - A Fact of Life

World Wise Web Podcasts  
D&T TV
WEAR: What We Wear and Its Impact
EAT: What We Eat and Where it Comes From
GO: How We Travel and Where We Go

Explore TCOLC's E-Library HERE

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/458932/idea-career-explore-12-areas-engineering
http://wiki.dtonline.org/index.php/Category:Terminology
http://www-materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/
http://www-materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/
https://www.foodafactoflife.org.uk/11-14-years/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w13xttzz/episodes/downloads
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w13xttzz/episodes/downloads
https://tv.data.org.uk/
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/461449/wear-what-we-wear-how-its-made-and-its-impact-world
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/461447/eat-what-we-eat-how-and-where-it-comes
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/461446/go-how-we-travel-why-and-where-we-go
https://tcolclibrary.eplatform.co/
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With the Fire on High by Elizabeth Acevedo 
Emoni, navigating tough decisions since pregnancy, finds solace in the
kitchen, her magical hands crafting extraordinary food. Dreaming of
becoming a chef, she questions the pursuit of seemingly impossible
dreams.

Piper Perish by Kayla Cagan 
Warhol-obsessed Piper will have readers asking big questions along
with her. What is love? What is friendship?  What should I wear? The
sooner she and her best friends cand get to New York City, the better.

Exposed by Kimberly Marcu
Photogirl Liz, confident in her friendship with Kate, faces a blurry night
that alters everything. Accusations disrupt Liz's world, shifting her
understanding of photography, family, friendship, and herself.

Toast: The Story of a Boy's Hunger by Nigel Slater
Nigel's widowed father's hiring of a socially ambitious housekeeper
sparks a heartbreaking cooking contest for affection. Losing, Nigel
discovers a passion for food, shaping his lifelong culinary journey.

Eliza and Her Monsters by Francesca Zappia
Eighteen-year-old Eliza Mirk is the anonymous creator of the wildly
popular webcomic Monstrous Sea, but when a new boy at school tempts
her to live a life offline, everything she's worked for begins to crumble.

The World's Best Street Food by Lonely Planet
Travel the world from the comfort of your kitchen! From taco carts
and noodle stalls to hawker markets and gelaterias, it's on the street
that you'll find the heart of a cuisine and its culture.

World Textiles by Mary Schoeser
Delve into the global production of textiles, understanding their
composition, societal roles, cultural significance, and environmental
challenges. Explore the multifaceted world of textiles and their
impact on society.

Design is Story Telling by Ellen Lupton
A guide for contemporary designers, spanning graphic design,
product design, service design, and user experience. It grounds
narrative concepts in practical examples.

Sketch Your Style by Robyn Neild 
Unlock your fashion creativity with practical sketching tips and 50+
exercises in this book. Generate ideas, experiment with style, and
let your imagination run wild with creative prompts.

50 Photo Projects by Daniel Lezano
The second edition of "50 Photo Projects" introduces new
techniques, challenging your skills with diverse subjects to capture
brilliant images. Jargon-free language ensures accessibility for all
photographers.

D&T Online: Terminology 
Furniture Design Using CNC Routing
Materials Selection: The University of
Cambridge
From Idea to Career Booklet

99% Invisible Podcast 
D&T TV
WEAR: What We Wear and Its Impact
EAT: What We Eat and Where it Comes From
GO: How We Travel and Where We Go

Explore TCOLC's E-Library HERE

http://wiki.dtonline.org/index.php/Category:Terminology
https://www.untothislast.co.uk/
http://www-materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/
http://www-materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/458932/idea-career-explore-12-areas-engineering
https://99percentinvisible.org/
https://tv.data.org.uk/
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/461449/wear-what-we-wear-how-its-made-and-its-impact-world
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/461447/eat-what-we-eat-how-and-where-it-comes
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/461446/go-how-we-travel-why-and-where-we-go
https://tcolclibrary.eplatform.co/

